Conservation of RNA chaperone activity of the human La-related proteins 4, 6 and 7
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ABSTRACT

The La module is a conserved tandem arrangement of a La motif and RNA recognition motif whose function has been best characterized in genuine La proteins. The best-characterized substrates of La proteins are pre-tRNAs, and previous work using tRNA mediated suppression in Schizosaccharomyces pombe has demonstrated that yeast and human La enhance the maturation of these using two distinguishable activities: UUU-3′OH-dependent trailer binding/protection and a UUU-3′OH independent activity related to RNA chaperone function. The La module has also been identified in several conserved families of La-related proteins (LARPs) that engage other RNAs, but their mode of RNA binding and function(s) are not well understood. We demonstrate that the La modules of the human LARPs 4, 6 and 7 are also active in tRNA-mediated suppression, even in the absence of stable UUU-3′OH trailer protection. Rather, the capacity of these to enhance pre-tRNA maturation is associated with RNA chaperone function, which we demonstrate to be a conserved activity for each hLARP in vitro. Our work reveals insight into the mechanisms by which La module containing proteins discriminate RNA targets and demonstrates that RNA chaperone activity is a conserved function across representative members of the La motif-containing superfamily.

INTRODUCTION

The La-motif (LAM) is a highly conserved domain similar in structure to the winged-helix fold commonly present in DNA-binding transcription factors but found instead in a family of RNA-binding proteins (1–4). The best studied LAM containing members are the genuine La proteins, which in addition to a LAM also contain an adjacent RNA recognition motif (RRM or RRM1) that combine to form a tandem arrangement known as a La domain or a La module (1,2). La proteins are conserved from yeast to humans and have important functions in the processing and maturation of polymerase III transcripts, such as pre-tRNAs (2,5). La proteins bind these, in part, by sequence specific recognition of the UUU-3′OH motif found at the end of all pol III transcripts. In addition to a well-defined role in pre-tRNA processing in the nucleus, human La (hLa) has also been proposed to enhance the translation of certain viral or cellular mRNAs containing internal ribosome entry sites or upstream open reading frames in the cytoplasm (6–13), even though the mechanism(s) by which La engages transcripts that do not contain UUU-3′OH are less well understood. Thus, the La module is associated with a diversity of functions for a number of RNA targets, consistent with this RNA-binding arrangement displaying significant plasticity in ligand binding (2,5,9,14,15).

Recent structural and biochemical work has revealed that in addition to a UUU-3′OH-dependent binding mode, La also engages pre-tRNAs via a UUU-3′OH-independent mode and that these modes map to distinct RNA interaction surfaces on La (14,16). La engagement of UUU-3′OH occurs largely via conserved amino acids on the LAM (15,17,18), whereas the main body of the tRNA is bound via RNA structure-dependent contacts through the RRM and amino acids immediately C-terminal to this (14,16,19). These binding modes are hypothesized to promote pre-tRNA maturation by distinguishable activities. Specifically, La engagement of UUU-3′OH protects pre-tRNA trailers from 3′ exonuclease digestion, causing accumulation of nascent pre-tRNA transcripts before endonucleolytic trailer cleavage by RNase Z (20–22). In addition to 3′-end protection, La also plays an important role in pre-tRNA folding (23–25), and contacts attributed to the RRM plus amino acids C-terminal to this are hypothesized to be required for this function via RNA chaperone activity (14,19, 25,26). Consistent with this, the isolated hLa LAM is inactive in fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based assays testing for RNA strand annealing and dissociation (19), and LAM point mutants display...
defects in assays testing for UUU-3’OH-dependent binding (15,25), whereas point mutants in the RRM show normal affinity for UUU-3’OH but are defective in RNA chaperone assays (19,25). Notably, both the LAM and RRM classes of mutations are associated with defects in La-dependent enhancement of tRNA maturation in vivo, as measured by tRNA-mediated suppression and accumulation of pre-tRNA intermediates in Schizosaccharomyces pombe cells (14,19,25), suggesting that both 3’-end protection and RNA chaperone function have a role in La-dependent pre-tRNA processing. Evidence that RNA chaperone activity may also have important functions for non-UUU-3’OH-containing targets has emerged recently from the discovery that hLa promotes multiple turnover of the RISC complex by promoting strand separation of the siRNA/cleaved mRNA complex in an ATP-independent fashion (27).

The study of LAM-containing proteins is increasingly expanding into the La-related proteins (LARPs). Phylogenetic analysis segregates these into conserved LARP families, many of which maintain residues in the LAM associated with UUU-3’OH recognition (1). The degree of conservation in the adjacent RRM, however, is more variable (Figure 1). Although this RRM is apparent in genuine La proteins and members of the LARP7 family, it is replaced by RRM-like domains in members of the LARP6 and LARP4 families and can be absent entirely in some members of the LARP1 family and LAM-containing proteins from yeast. The best-characterized human LARP is LARP7 (hLARP7, also known as PIP7S), which recognizes the 7SK RNA, a polymerase III transcript (Figure 1; (28–30)). This binding is associated with enhancing the stability of the 7SK RNA, and by extension that of the 7SK RNP, an inhibitory complex for the cell-cycle-associated transcriptional activator P-TEFb. Consistent with a role in cell-cycle regulation, the Drosophila hLARP7 homolog was identified as a tumour suppressor (31), and mutations to hLARP7 associated with human gastric cancer have been shown to cause decreased 7SK RNA stability with a concomitant enhancement of P-TEFb activity (28,32). Notably, the La module of the LARP7 family is most similar to that of genuine La proteins (1,2), with the amino acids required for UUU-3’OH completely conserved with those of hLa except for the conservative substitutions Y to F at hLARP7 residue 44 (equivalent to hLa Y23) and Y to W at hLARP7 residue 45 (equivalent to hLa Y24) (Figure 1B).

The LARP4 and LARP6 families are not as well understood, and recent computational analyses indicate that some members of these have acquired the capacity to engage cytoplasmic poly-A binding protein via the acquisition of a PAM2 (or variant PAM2) motif; these same family members (but not ones lacking the PAM2 motif) also show decreased homology in LAM amino acids associated with UUU-3’OH-dependent RNA binding (33). Thus, human LARP6 (hLARP6) lacks such a PAM2 motif and contains 100% conservation with hLa LAM amino acids associated with terminal uridylate binding, despite the only known RNA target of this protein being an internal stem loop in the 5’UTRs of the α1 and α2 collagen mRNAs (34). Conversely, the hLARP4 and hLARP4b proteins both harbour variant PAM2 motifs, engage cytoplasmic PABP and enhance the translation of a wide spectrum of messages (35,36). They also diverge the most significantly among the human LARPs at amino acids associated in hLa with UUU-3’OH binding, with hLARP4 containing two significant variations at hLARP4 residues C130 and M160 (Figure 1; hLa equivalent residues Y24 and F55, respectively). The LARP4 family is also different from the other

**Figure 1.** Alignment of hLa and human LARPs used in this study. (A) Conserved architecture of hLa and LARPs. LAM = La motif; RRM = RNA recognition motif; RRM-L = RNA recognition like motif; LSA = LAM and S1 associated motif; vPAM2 = variant PABP (poly-A binding protein) interacting motif. (B) Conservation of amino acids in the LAM associated in genuine La proteins with UUU-3’OH recognition and binding. Residues in the LAM important for UUU-3’OH recognition in genuine La, as well as their counterparts in the LARPs, are shaded in grey. Amino acids in hLARP4 102-289 mutated in this study (see Table 1 and ‘Discussion’ section) are boxed.
La motif containing family members in that its La module often has a uniquely shortened linker between the LAM and adjacent RRM-L domain.

Consistent with a role in the metabolism of nascent polymerase III transcripts, a subset of 7SK RNA associates with hLa, presumably before being subsequently displaced by hLARP7 (37). Given the high degree of conservation in the La motifs of the genuine La and LARP7 families, it is not surprising that hLa and hLARP7 show similarities in target recognition. We have previously assayed the ability of hLARP7 to engage pre-tRNA targets by testing its ability to rescue the maturation of a mutated suppressor tRNA in S. pombe, an assay in which full-length hLa or its La module is highly active (28). We found that the La module of hLARP7, but not the full-length protein, was active in this assay, suggesting that the hLARP7 La module in isolation is capable of engaging pre-tRNAs but that the rest of the protein may restrict its binding to the 7SK RNA.

In this work, we assess the capability of the La motifs, RRM5s, La modules and C-terminal regions of the hLARPs 4, 6 and 7 for their capacity to participate in tRNA-mediated suppression in S. pombe. We show that the La modules of hLARP4, 6 and 7, but not their full-length counterparts, all show activity in this assay, despite evidence indicating that unlike hLa they do not participate in stable UUU-3’OH pre-tRNA trailer binding. Rather, the capacity of the hLARP La modules to participate in tRNA-mediated suppression is more likely related to RNA chaperone activity, as they (as well as their full-length counterparts) are active in a FRET-based in vitro RNA chaperone assay. Using this assay, we show that, similar to hLa, the LAMs of the hLARPs are inactive as RNA chaperones, and that maximal RNA chaperone activity associated with the RRM5s or RRM-Ls requires amino acids immediately C-terminal to these domains. The data are consistent with a model in which the La modules of hLa and the hLARPs provide a general RNA-binding platform harbouring RNA chaperone activity, and that these factors may rely on regions external to the La module to modulate their binding and activity for their endogenous targets.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Cloning**

Full-length cDNAs for hLARP4 and hLARP6 were cloned from total RNA from HeLa cells and full-length or La modules of these were subcloned into pRep4 using the SalI & BamHI sites (hLARP4) or the SalI site (hLARP6) and confirmed by sequencing. Cloning of hLARP7 into pRep4 was described previously (28). All hLARPs cloned into pRep4 for expression in S. pombe had His tags (HHHHHH) added at their C-terminus for detection of proteins by western blot. Antibodies used were anti-6xHis (Clonetech catalogue #631212) and anti-actin (Abcam catalogue #ab8224). For expression and purification in Escherichia coli, the full length or La modules of hLARP4, 6 and 7 were cloned into the NdeI and NotI sites of pET28a. Site-directed mutagenesis was performed by Quikchange (Stratagene) and confirmed by sequencing.

**Protein purification**

His-tagged proteins were expressed in BL21 Star (DE3) pLysS or RosettaBlue (DE3) pLysS. Protein production was induced with 0.1 to 1 mM IPTG for 3h to overnight and purified using cobalt affinity chromatography (His-TRAP, ThermoFisher). Proteins were then concentrated and desalted into RNA chaperone buffer [50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 1.5 mM MgCl₂ and 1 mM DTT] and quantified using SDS–PAGE and Coomassie staining.

**FRET assays**

RNA chaperone assays were performed as described (19). Cy5 and Cy3 labelled substrates containing the sequences Cy5-AUGUGGAAAUCUCUAGCAGU and Cy3-AC UGCUAGAGUUUUCCACAU were synthesized by IDT. All fluorescence readings were obtained by a Cary Eclipse fluorimeter. FRET indexes and rate constants were by calculating a FRET index (emission at 680 nm versus emission at 590 nm) over time (s) in half-second time-points and normalizing these between 0 and 1 using Graphpad Prism 5.0. Histograms and tables with rate constants show the results of a minimum of three independent experiments.

**tRNA-mediated suppression**

tRNA-mediated suppression was performed as described (14). Briefly, plasmids encoding hLa and mutants cloned into the SalI and BamHI sites of pREP4 were transformed into ySH9 (25), and representative single colonies were selected and spotted on selective media containing 3 µg/ml adenine. To subclone hLARP6, which contains an endogenous BamHI site, this site was first mutated to a synonymous codon (I232 ‘ATC’ to I232 ‘ATA’) via Quikchange (Stratagene).

**Northern Blots**

Northern blots were performed as described (14). Probes for intron pre-tRNA³⁷CU, trailing pre-tRNA³⁷CU and U5 were CTTCGATACATTCTGTAAGGC, AAATTAACCTCCCAAG and CTGGTAAAAGGCAA, respectively.

**RESULTS**

**tRNA-mediated suppression by hLARPs 4, 6 and 7**

Previous work has established that the presence or absence of La can influence the order of pre-tRNA processing events in budding and fission yeast (20,38). For La-bound pre-tRNAs, 5’ leader cleavage by RNase P precedes 3’ endonucleolytic trailer cleavage by RNase Z. In the absence of La, exonucleolytic pre-tRNA trailer nibbling precedes 5’ leader tRNA cleavage by RNase P. Notably, tRNA processing via the La-dependent pathway allows for the rescue of some mutated or defective pre-tRNAs that would otherwise be degraded via nuclear surveillance (19,21,23,25). tRNA-mediated suppression
in *S. pombe* is an established assay previously used to assess the capacity of yeast, mouse, or hLa to enhance the maturation of pre-tRNAs *in vivo* (21,39). This assay uses a serine tRNA mutated in its anticodon such that it can now decode the stop codon UGA (tRNA<sup>Ser</sup>UGA (C37:10)), causing suppression of a nonsense codon in the ade6-704 allele. In a strain of *S. pombe* lacking its genuine La homolog (*sla1*), this mutated suppressor pre-tRNA is degraded, causing a block in the adenine biosynthetic pathway and red colonies when cells are plated on low adenine. However, white (high activity) or pink (intermediate activity) colony formation can be rescued by introducing plasmid encoded yeast or hLa (wild-type or mutants of these), which can rescue the mutated suppressor tRNA and suppress red colony formation (21,25).

Based on the high degree of conservation in the La modules of hLa and hLARP7, we have previously tested the functionality of hLARP7 in this assay (28). Although full-length hLARP7 was inactive (or marginally active) in tRNA-mediated suppression, its isolated N-terminal La module (hLARP7 1-217) was active, suggesting that the C-terminal region (CTD; 218-582) of hLARP7 may restrict its access to its endogenous target, the 7SK RNA (28). To expand this analysis of La module-dependent enhancement of tRNA-mediated suppression to the other LARP families, we tested the full-length versions as well as the LAMs, RRM (or RRM-like domains), La modules (LAM + RRM or RRM-L; both referred to hence as RRM for simplicity) as well as the CTDs of hLARPs 4, 6 and 7 for their capacity to suppress red pigment formation similar to full-length hLa or the hLa La module in *S. pombe* cells (Figure 2). We included His-6 tags at the C-terminal ends of our constructs to compare expression levels of these via western blot (Supplementary Figure S1). We also tested full length and the La module of human LARP1 in this assay but found that these were not expressed to a significant extent in *S. pombe* and so did not pursue this further (data not shown). In the absence of high-resolution structures for the hLARPs, we relied on previously described secondary structure predictions (1,40) to clone these regions for expression in *S. pombe* (see Table 1 for summary of constructs used in this manuscript).

We found that similar to what we had previously observed for the La module (1–217) of hLARP7 (28), the La modules of hLARP4 (102–311) and hLARP6 (71–313) showed moderate to high activity in the tRNA-mediated suppression assay (Figure 2; compare column 6 with the vector alone control in column 1). Also similar to hLARP7, the full-length versions of hLARP4 and hLARP6 were significantly less active in the assay (column 4), although full-length hLARP6 did not accumulate appreciably in cells as determined by western blot (see Supplementary Figure S1). However, neither the La motif (column 7) nor RRM (column 8) domains of hLARP4, 6 or 7, which in tandem form the La module, showed any activity in tRNA-mediated suppression when expressed in isolation, despite all of these individual

![Figure 2. tRNA-mediated suppression by hLARP4, 6 and 7. Full-length and various deletion constructs of genuine La, hLARP4 (top row), hLARP6 (middle row) and hLARP7 (bottom row) were tested for their capacity to enhance tRNA-mediated suppression *in vivo* in the *S. pombe* strain ySH9 (25). Column 1: Vector alone (negative control; pRep4); Column 2: Full-length genuine hLa (positive control); Column 3: La module (LM) of hLa (positive control); Column 4: Full-length hLARPs; Column 5: hLARP La modules (LM); Column 6: hLARP La modules (LM) with C-terminal RRM extensions; Column 7: hLARP La motifs (LAMs); Column 8: hLARP RRMs with C-terminal extensions; Column 9: hLARP C-terminal domains (CTDs).]
domains being similarly expressed as measured by western blot (Supplementary Figure S1). Notably, expression of the LAMs of hLARP4 and hLARP6 reproducibly showed poorer tRNA-mediated suppression than even the vector alone control (compare column 7 with column 1), suggesting that when expressed in isolation, these domains are capable of interfering with the proportion of suppressor tRNAs that successfully mature even in the absence of genuine La. With the La module of hLARP4 showing higher activity in tRNA-mediated suppression than the full-length version, similar to what was demonstrated previously for hLARP7, the data are consistent with the hypothesis that regions external to the La modules may have a function in regulating the specificity or activity of these factors with respect to the engagement of potential RNA substrates.

tRNA-mediated suppression by human LARPs does not occur via stable pre-tRNA 3’-end protection

One hallmark of stable La pre-tRNA binding and 3’-end protection during La-dependent processing is the detection of leader and trailer containing pre-tRNA intermediates by northern blot, compared with their lower abundance in La null strains. To investigate the nature of hLARP-dependent activity in tRNA-mediated suppression further, we wanted to test whether the tRNA-mediated suppression associated with the La modules of the human LARPs also caused the accumulation of pre-tRNA processing intermediates similar to genuine La (Figure 3). Detection of the intron-containing pre-tRNA<sub>Lys</sub>CUU using an intron-specific probe is an established method to assess La dependent 3’-end protection of pre-tRNA species (20,38), and therefore, we used such a probe on total RNA isolated from S. pombe sla1- cells expressing genuine hLa, the hLa La module (1–235), various hLARP mutants or a vector alone control. Expression of hLa (either full-length or hLa 1–235) resulted in the characteristic accumulation of three pre-tRNA species: a prominent leader and trailer containing nascent transcript (top band) as well as the less abundant leader-processed (middle band) and leader and trailer processed intermediates (lower band), compared with the near lack of the nascent transcript band in the vector alone control. However, none of the hLARP La module constructs that were active in tRNA-mediated suppression showed the same pattern of pre-tRNA accumulation as hLa, with relative levels of pre-tRNA intermediates at the same or at only slightly elevated levels compared with the vector alone control. We did note that expression of the full-length but not the La module of hLARP7 in S. pombe led to significant accumulation of the leader processed but trailer containing pre-tRNA intermediate (see Figure 3 and text).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name (protein)</th>
<th>tRNA-mediated suppression</th>
<th>Stable UUU-3’OH binding</th>
<th>Strand annealing</th>
<th>Strand displacement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>hLa (full length)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>hLa LM (1–235)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>hLARP4 full length (1–724)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>hLARP4 LM (102–289)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>hLARP4 LM (102–311)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>hLARP4 LM (102–198)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>hLARP4 RRM (195–311)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>hLARP4 CTD (312–724)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>hLARP4 LM 102–289 C130Y</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>hLARP4 LM 102–289 M160F</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>hLARP4 LM 102–289 C130Y/M160F</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>hLARP4 LM 102–289/hLa loop 3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>hLARP4 LM 102–289/hLa linker</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>hLARP4 LM 102–289 C130Y/M160F/hLa linker</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>hLARP4 LM 102–289 C130Y/M160F/hLa linker/hLa loop 3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>hLARP6 full length (1–491)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>hLARP6 LM (74–295)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>hLARP6 LM (74–313)</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>hLARP6 LM (74–180)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>hLARP6 RRM (175–313)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>hLARP6 CTD (314–491)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>hLARP7 full length (1–582)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>hLARP7 LM (1–199)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>hLARP7 LM (1–217)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>hLARP7 LM (1–123)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>hLARP7 RRM (150–217)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>hLARP7 CTD (218–582)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>hLARP7 full-length (1–582): stable accumulation of leader processed but trailer containing pre-tRNA intermediate (see Figure 3 and text).
species, a finding we confirmed by re-probing the blot using a probe complementary to the trailer sequence (Figure 3B), suggesting that full-length hLARP7 may be inactive in tRNA-mediated suppression by causing a block in pre-tRNA processing at this stage. In this context, the data are consistent with hLARP La module-dependent enhancement of tRNA-mediated suppression occurring via transient interactions with the suppressor tRNA substrate and through an activity independent of stable pre-tRNA 3′-end protection. We therefore attempted to assess whether these human LARPs, like yeast and hLa, harbour RNA chaperone activity.

hLARP4, 6 and 7 are RNA chaperones

Previous work has shown that human and S. pombe La can enhance the maturation of defective pre-tRNAs by two distinguishable activities: UUU-3′OH dependent 3′-end protection using amino acids mapping largely to the LAM and an activity independent of 3′-end protection that maps to the RRM (including amino acids C-terminal to the canonical RRM) and that is associated with RNA chaperone activity (19,25). It was also hypothesized for genuine La proteins that the second activity is dependent on the first: La proteins must first stably engage the pre-tRNA to function as RNA chaperones for these substrates (25). Based on our data with the human LARPs, however, we considered the possibility that transient pre-tRNA interactions by the hLARP La modules may be sufficient for some degree of activity in the tRNA-mediated suppression assay should these factors, like genuine yeast and hLa, harbour RNA chaperone activity. Such a model would also be consistent with general models for RNA chaperones in which transient substrate interactions are permitted (and in some cases are required) for productive RNA remodelling (41). We have previously used a FRET-based assay to characterize the RNA strand annealing and strand dissociation activity of candidate RNA chaperones (19,42). The assay relies on RNA strands containing 21 nt of complementarity and labelled at their 5′-ends with either Cy5 (top strand) or Cy3 (bottom strand). When incubated in a heated cuvette or microplate reader at 37°C, the annealing of the two strands (Phase I) causes FRET (measured as an increase in FRET index) between the fluorophores, and the rate of annealing (k_{ann}) can be compared in the absence or presence of a candidate RNA chaperone with strand annealing activity. In Phase II of the assay (t = 180 s after the initiation of Phase I), an excess of unlabelled competitor, corresponding to the bottom strand sequence but lacking the Cy3 fluorophore, is injected into
the cuvette. In the presence of an RNA chaperone with strand dissociation activity, the dissociation of the Cy5 and Cy3 annealed RNA substrates and their inability to reanneal in the presence of excess competitor causes a decrease in FRET index and an associated rate of strand displacement ($k_{S.D.}$). In the absence of strand displacement, however, the increase in concentration of one partner of the annealing reaction causes an increase in strand annealing in Phase II, which is quantitated as $k_{ann}$. We have used this assay previously to confirm that both yeast and hLa harbour both RNA strand annealing and strand displacement activity, compared with a previously established positive control protein, the bacterial RNA chaperone StpA, versus a no protein or BSA negative control (19).

To examine whether RNA chaperone activity is conserved in members of the LARP4, 6 and 7 families, as well the regions of the LARPs important for this, we cloned the LAMs, RRMs, La modules (LAM+RRM), CTDs and full-length versions of hLARP4, hLARP6 and hLARP7 for expression and purification in E. coli (Table 1). As the intracellular concentration of the human LARPs is not known, we titrated the amounts of the full-length LARPs in the assay to determine their optimal concentration (Supplementary Figure S2) and found that all three LARPs were active (and in most cases, optimally active) at the same concentration (100 nM) previously examined for hLa (19), which is similar to the concentration of La estimated in human cells (43). Our negative control (BSA) showed no strand annealing or strand displacement activity at any tested concentration. We therefore used 100 nM as the concentration for all subsequent work using full-length and hLARP deletion constructs to compare the activity of these more directly. We found that like genuine La, each of the full-length human LARPs was active in both strand annealing and strand displacement (Figure 4).

We then tested whether the La modules of the hLARPs harboured RNA chaperone activity, as we have previously demonstrated for hLa. Indeed, we found that the La modules for each human LARP were active in the assay, with hLARP4 (102–311), hLARP6 (74–313) and hLARP7 (1–217) all capable of both strand annealing and strand displacement. We had previously demonstrated that amino acids C-terminal to the canonical RRM of hLa were important for RNA chaperone activity in the La module of hLa (19), and therefore we also truncated the La modules of the human LARPs closer to (but not into) the predicted RRM domain boundary (1) to observe the effect of this in the assay. We observed a significant drop in strand annealing in all the hLARP La modules owing to trimming of the predicted C-terminal disordered region (compare hLARP4 102–311 with 102–289, hLARP6 74–313 with 74–295 and hLARP7 1–217 with 1–199), although the effect for hLARP7 was more modest. To test the effect of these truncations further, we compared these same La module variants with the more C-terminal extended modules in tRNA-mediated suppression (Figure 2). We found that the truncated variants all showed less activity in this assay (compare columns 5 and 6), although it should be taken into consideration that the truncated form of hLARP7 was underexpressed in S. pombe compared with its C-terminal extended counterpart (see Supplementary Figure S1). The truncated form of hLARP4 was expressed at a higher level than its C-terminal extended counterpart, suggesting that the lower activity of this mutant was not due to its lower expression, whereas both the truncated and C-terminal
extended versions of the La module of hLARP6 were similarly expressed.

We then examined the individual domains of the La module to see whether, as we had previously demonstrated for hLa, RNA chaperone activity in the La module is associated with the RRM and amino acids C-terminal to this. Similar to hLa (19), we found that the La motifs of hLARP4 and hLARP6 were completely devoid of RNA chaperone activity, whereas the La motif of hLARP7 had a low level of both strand annealing and strand displacement. As the RNA chaperone activity associated with the La module of hLARP7 also showed less dependence on amino acids C-terminal to the RRM compared with hLa, hLARP4 and hLARP6 [Figure 4C and (19)], these data suggest that hLARP7 may harbour a compensatory domain to possibly sequester the competitor RNA used in the assay.

We have previously demonstrated that although the hLa LAM does not itself harbour RNA chaperone activity, it may serve as an accessory RNA chaperone domain by assisting the adjacent RRM in binding RNA substrates (19). This was demonstrated by showing that the hLa RRM has higher activity in the context of the intact La module compared with when it is tested in isolation, and that increasing the concentration of hLa RRM tested can partially compensate for this decrease in activity. We therefore also tested the hLARP RRM domains in isolation and found that, like we had observed for hLa, each harboured both strand annealing and strand displacement activity and that the level strand annealing activity of the RRM was lower in isolation than the respective degree of activity we observed by the RRM in the context of the La module. As the LAM for each factor was inactive (hLa, hLARP4 and 6) or minimally active (hLARP7) in RNA chaperone activity in isolation, these data are consistent with a general role for the LAM of helping to bring RNA targets into proximity to the RNA chaperone activity harboured by the RRM. Interestingly, we also found that there was less of an effect of the presence or absence of the LAM on strand displacement activity by the RRM, and that in the case of hLARP7, the RRM in isolation had significantly higher strand displacement activity than with the LAM in the context of the La module. Although the reason for this enhancement for hLARP7 is unclear, we hypothesize that this could be due either to variations in higher-order structure of its RRM in isolation compared with when it is paired with its LAM in the context of the La module, or alternatively could more related to the capacity of the La module to possibly sequester the competitor RNA used during the strand displacement phase compared with the isolated RRM.

In sum, the data are consistent with RNA chaperone activity being a conserved feature of the La modules of several diverse members of the La motif containing superfamily. Furthermore, as was found previously for hLa, this activity centres around the RRM domain and amino acids immediately C-terminal to this, with the La module’s LAM being largely devoid of activity but potentially acting as an accessory structure that helps recruit RNA to the adjacent RRM in the assay.

**RNA chaperone activity by the human LARPs is not dependent on UUU-3’OH binding**

The hLARP4, 6 and 7 proteins have varying degrees of conservation in the amino acids associated in hLa with UUU-3’OH-dependent RNA binding, with hLARP6 and 7 having 100% similarity and near identity at these residues. We therefore tested the importance of UUU-3’OH-mediated binding in LARP-dependent RNA chaperone activity by comparing hLARP La domain associated rates for the original 21 nt substrates with rates where we substituted a modified 25 nt top strand ending in UUU-3’OH (Figure 5). We found that, similar to what we have described for hLa, there was no significant enhancement of strand annealing or strand dissociation with this modified substrate for hLARP4 or hLARP7, suggesting that UUU-3’OH-dependent binding is not required for their RNA chaperone activity, (19). Interestingly, we found that the strand annealing activity of hLARP6 was inhibited by this modification while the strand displacement activity was enhanced, although the effects were moderate. These data indicate that similar to hLa, UUU-3’OH-dependent RNA binding is not required for the RNA chaperone activities of the human LARPs.

**DISCUSSION**

Genuine La proteins bind nascent polymerase III transcripts, including pre-tRNAs, the 7SK RNA and the U6 snRNA, via sequence specific recognition of the UUU-3’OH motif found at the 3’-end of all polymerase III transcripts, and yet also associate with polymerase II transcripts that lack this motif (9,44). Consistent with genuine La proteins displaying a high degree of plasticity in RNA ligand binding, affinity measurements using RNA substrates carrying variations in the UUU-3’OH motif result in a modest (1.5–10-fold) decreases in La affinity, whereas mutations to the La motif amino acids associated with UUU-3’OH binding cause much more drastic changes, suggesting these amino acids may also have a role in the engagement of La targets that lack UUU-3’OH (15). Combined with the various RNA substrates found for the hLARPs, it would appear that the tandem La motif/RRM arrangement is associated with significant RNA ligand plasticity. In this work, we present evidence that the isolated La modules of the hLARPs 4, 6 and 7 are capable of participating in tRNA-mediated suppression. Furthermore, we present evidence that tRNA-mediated suppression by the hLARPs is likely related to RNA chaperone function, and that these hLARPs display RNA chaperone activity *in vitro*. A summary of the activities described for the full-length...
hLARPs as well as the various constructs of these tested in this work is presented in Table 1.

In higher systems, LAM-containing proteins have been classified into five families based on sequence homology: the genuine La proteins, and the LARP1, LARP4, LARP6 and LARP7 families. In humans, hLARP7 is associated with the stability of the 7SK RNA, and by extension the 7SK RNP. hLARP4, 4b and 6 have been implicated in mRNA metabolism; hLARP4 and b engage poly-A binding protein and broadly enhance mRNA translation (35,36), whereas hLARP6 binds a conserved stem loop in the 5'UTR of the α1 and α2 collagen mRNAs and is hypothesized to coordinate their translation. (34). Human LARP1 has been found to associate with the cap-dependent translational apparatus and is associated with cell division and viral pathogenesis via unknown mechanisms (45,46). We attempted to include the La module and full-length versions of hLARP1 in this study but found these were insoluble in both E. coli and yeast extracts.

That the La modules of hLARP4 and hLARP7 are more active than their full-length versions in tRNA-mediated suppression suggests that regions external to the La module may have important functions in RNA target binding/discrimination. We were not able to compare hLARP6 in this way, as its full-length version was poorly expressed in S. pombe. Similarly, RNA target discrimination by hLa for some non-UUU-3'OH containing targets, such as the Hepatitis C viral RNA and pri-/pre-miRNAs, has recently been shown to rely on cooperation between the hLa La module and the C-terminal RRM2 domain (47,48). We noted that the La module of hLARP4 gave the lowest level of tRNA mediated suppression and hypothesized that this may be due to it being the most divergent from that of hLa. In addition to the mutations already described, we therefore also substituted the linker between the hLARP4 LAM and RRM-like domain, the loop 3 joining the β2-β3 strands of the RRM (14) or amino acids in the LAM associated with UUU-3'OH recognition (as well as combinations of these) to the equivalent linker, loop 3 or LAM amino acids found in hLa in the context of the C-terminal truncated La module (hLARP4 102–289) and tested these for tRNA-mediated suppression (see Table 1). As measured by western blot, these mutants accumulated to lower levels than the inactive hLARP4 102-289 but to higher levels than the active hLARP4 102-311 (data not shown); yet, none of these showed tRNA-mediated suppression, suggesting that it is the C-terminal extension of the hLARP4 RRM between amino acids 289–311 that is the most important determinant for activity in this assay.

Human or S. pombe La-dependent enhancement of tRNA-mediated suppression has been shown to depend on two distinguishable activities that map to different La module RNA-binding surfaces: UUU-3’OH-dependent binding via the La motif, and a second activity independent of 3’-end protection that maps to the canonical RRM RNA-binding surface (25). Previous work has shown that mutation of the RRM RNA-binding surface causes defects in La-dependent rescue of defective (mutated) tRNAs, but conversely enhances the maturation of non-defective pre-tRNAs (25). Accordingly, it has been hypothesized that the RRM1 RNA-binding surface provides a ‘quality control’ check that all pre-tRNAs sample but that only benefits defective pre-tRNAs. Consistent with the notion of a quality control check, mutagenesis of this binding surface, or of basic residues in the RRM1 β2-β3 loop3, or of the non-canonical RRM1 α3 helix, results in defects in hLa dependent RNA chaperone activity (19). Using northern blots for the detection of pre-tRNA5'-3'CUU intermediates, we have shown that the hLARP La modules can enhance tRNA-mediated suppression in the absence of stable pre-tRNA binding and associated pre-tRNA intermediate accumulation (Figure 3). It therefore seems likely that enhancement of tRNA-mediated suppression by the hLARPs is likely due to activities related more to the RRM1 associated activity of hLa, namely, RNA chaperone
activity, in the context of transient rather than stable pre-tRNA association. Interestingly, expression of full-length hLARP7 did result in accumulation of a trailer containing pre-tRNA intermediate, even in the presence of minimal activity in the tRNA-mediated suppression assay, suggesting that the full-length protein can bind pre-tRNAs but cannot promote normal processing. As previously noted, LARP7 family members share the greatest degree of homology with the genuine La proteins, and a subset of the hLARP7 endogenous substrate 7SK RNA is bound by hLa before being displaced by hLARP7. These data are reminiscent of a previously characterized mutant of hLa (hLa S366A), which binds pre-tRNAs but is refractory to their maturation due to a block to tRNA processing caused by restricting access to a processing enzyme [in that case, RNase P (21)]. Although a hLARP7-pre-tRNA complex has not been observed in human cells, it should be taken into consideration that the 7SK RNA is specific to metazoans (i.e. absent in the context of the S. pombe tRNA-mediated suppression assay) and that hLARP7 may not engage pre-tRNAs, or engage them to a much lower degree, in the presence of its endogenous target and/or in the presence of competing hLa (also absent in the context of the tRNA mediated suppression assay).

Consistent with an RNA chaperone function in tRNA-mediated suppression, we have used a FRET-based assay for RNA strand annealing and dissociation to show that the full length and La modules of hLARP4, 6 and 7 all harbour RNA chaperone activity. This represents, to our knowledge, the first demonstration of a conserved activity across the La motif containing superfamily, with representative members of all families having been tested with the exception of the LARP1 family. Based on our previous work indicating a role for amino acids C-terminal to the RRM having an important function in RNA chaperone activity, we wanted to also test the equivalent regions in the human LARPs. Indeed, we found that deletion of regions C-terminal to the predicted RRM fold significantly inhibited strand-annealing activity for hLARP4 and hLARP6, and to a lesser extent, hLARP7, similar to what we have previously shown for the hLa RRM1 domain and suggesting that the structural determinants of RNA chaperone activity may be generally conserved across the LARP families. We also tested the C-terminal halves of the human hLARPs and found that, similar to hLa (19), these were also inactive in tRNA-mediated suppression (Figure 2) but capable of RNA chaperone activity (Table 1 and data not shown). These data are reminiscent of recent work showing that the genuine La proteins, and a subset of the hLARP7 endogenous substrate 7SK RNA is bound by hLa before being displaced by hLARP7. These data are reminiscent of a previously characterized mutant of hLa (hLa S366A), which binds pre-tRNAs but is refractory to their maturation due to a block to tRNA processing caused by restricting access to a processing enzyme [in that case, RNase P (21)]. Although a hLARP7-pre-tRNA complex has not been observed in human cells, it should be taken into consideration that the 7SK RNA is specific to metazoans (i.e. absent in the context of the S. pombe tRNA-mediated suppression assay) and that hLARP7 may not engage pre-tRNAs, or engage them to a much lower degree, in the presence of its endogenous target and/or in the presence of competing hLa (also absent in the context of the tRNA mediated suppression assay).

Consistent with an RNA chaperone function in tRNA-mediated suppression, we have used a FRET-based assay for RNA strand annealing and dissociation to show that the full length and La modules of hLARP4, 6 and 7 all harbour RNA chaperone activity. This represents, to our knowledge, the first demonstration of a conserved activity across the La motif containing superfamily, with representative members of all families having been tested with the exception of the LARP1 family. Based on our previous work indicating a role for amino acids C-terminal to the RRM having an important function in RNA chaperone activity, we wanted to also test the equivalent regions in the human LARPs. Indeed, we found that deletion of regions C-terminal to the predicted RRM fold significantly inhibited strand-annealing activity for hLARP4 and hLARP6, and to a lesser extent, hLARP7, similar to what we have previously shown for the hLa RRM1 domain and suggesting that the structural determinants of RNA chaperone activity may be generally conserved across the LARP families. We also tested the C-terminal halves of the human hLARPs and found that, similar to hLa (19), these were also inactive in tRNA-mediated suppression (Figure 2) but capable of RNA chaperone activity (Table 1 and data not shown). These data are reminiscent of recent work showing that the Tetrahymena thermophila LARP7 family member p65 remodels its thermophila Tetrahymena iniscent of recent work showing that the activity (Table 1 and data not shown). These data are repression (Figure 2) but capable of RNA chaperone activity may be generally conserved domain and suggesting that the structural determinants to what we have previously shown for the hLa RRM1 and hLARP6, and to a lesser extent, hLARP7, similar significantly inhibited strand-annealing activity for hLARP4 and hLARP6, and to a lesser extent, hLARP7, similar to what we have previously shown for the hLa RRM1 domain and suggesting that the structural determinants of RNA chaperone activity may be generally conserved across the LARP families. We also tested the C-terminal halves of the human hLARPs and found that, similar to hLa (19), these were also inactive in tRNA-mediated suppression (Figure 2) but capable of RNA chaperone activity (Table 1 and data not shown). These data are reminiscent of recent work showing that the Tetrahymena thermophila LARP7 family member p65 remodels its target, the polymerase III transcribed telomerase RNA, via a RRM2 domain C-terminal to the La module (see Figure 1) that also requires amino acids immediately C-terminal to the canonical RRM fold (49). Although the data here suggest that the capacity to function as an RNA chaperone is a conserved feature of the La module-containing proteins, it remains to be determined which regions of the human LARPs are required for high-affinity binding and protection of their endogenous RNA targets.
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